
	  

	  

	  

Cherry Blossom Cakes 
Cake Flavours and Tasting Notes 

Chocolate: An indulgently rich and moist chocolate mud cake, made with real chocolate.  Layered and 
covered in a decedant chocolate ganache.  This is such a delicious rich chocolate cake, perfect for any 
special occasion and a flavour your guests will always remember.  This chocolate cake is very stable and 
also keeps well for at least a week after delivery.  This is the best flavour if you are serving the cake as 
dessert. 

White Chocolate: A white chocolate and vanilla mud cake, this is a much lighter flavour that the chocolate 
and is layered with white chocolate ganache.  This is a super sweet cake, more of a ‘plain’ flavour than the 
chocolate, still a dence cake. 

Coconut:  This can be layered with either white or dark chocolate ganche.  This is a new flavour added due 
to a number of requests, I am love how this smells in my kitchen! 

Banana: A kiwi classic.  Will bring back memories of banana cakes that your mum use to make (well it 
does for me).  This can be layered with either white or dark chocolate ganche.  A very tasty cake that is full 
of ripe banana. 

Carrot: A dense and rich carrot cake.  I don’t use saltana’s or nuts in my carrot cake, but this can be 
included by request.  This is usually layered with either white chocolate ganche. This is a lovely spiced 
carrot cake, that works well with the white chocolate ganache. 

Lemon: A white chocolate/vanilla cake that has homemade lemon curd made with fresh lemon juice and 
zest to create a lovely lemon flavoured cake. This is layered and filled with a lemon curd. This is a lovely 
light flavour that gives you a  bit of a zing with the lemon zest. 

Coffee: A rich vanilla cake with decadent expresso coffee added for a more mature cake.  This cake works 
well layered and filled with a dark chocolate ganache.  This is a new flavour added to the menu after a 
request from a bride, but I actually love it, it is delicious and I can’t stop eating it… 

Fruit: Traditional Fruit Cake filled with loads of delicious brandy soaked dried fruit.  This is covered in a 
traditional almond paste made from real almonds (no fake almond flavour here!).  This is a great cake 
flavour for fruit cake lovers, and even for those that don’t like fruit cake, they might be surprised! 

Lolly Cake:  Another kiwi classic from our childhood.  Usuing malt biscuits and Eskimo lollies, I shape the 
lolly cake into a cake mold.  If you love lolly cake or have a super sweet tooth, then this could be for you!  
Great if serving the cake as part of a dessert table or with coffee. 

We only use the finest quality ingrediants in all of our cakes and we only ever use free range eggs. 


